
AGILESTAMP®  
DIGITAL SIGNATURES
Fast, secured document 
approval transactions.

SECURE, COMPLIANT, REAL-TIME  
DOCUMENT APPROVALS

Powered by DocuSign®, AgileStamp® is designed to meet 

the digital signing needs of construction materials testing 

for engineering services firms and construction companies. 

Paper-based contracts, purchase orders, work orders, 

proposals, RFIs, change orders, and other documents 

requiring multiple signatures can result in lost or missing 

information, frustrating miscommunication, and costly project 

delays. 

Moving from paper-based to digital enables efficient 

document transactions, along with the ability to easily track 

and manage required documentation against your project 

team’s workflow.

YOUR SEAL OF APPROVAL,  
SIMPLIFIED

AgileStamp offers a secure means to approve 

reports within MetaField without the need to print, 

sign, and scan. Whether you are on a jobsite or in 

the office, digitally sign documents any time, from 

any place, and from any mobile device. It supports 

a wide range of industry use cases, providing 

secure signature transactions that are protected in 

a centralized location. 

AgileStamp® integrated digital signatures 
for fast, secure document approvals.

Digital signatures provides your 

team the approvals they need 

instantly to keep things on track 

and on budget.

+ +

“WE LOVE THAT METAFIELD HELPS US 

WITH QUICK TURNAROUND TIME. I SEE 

IT ALL ON MY COMPUTER IN REAL TIME, 

AND GET PROJECTS SIGNED AND OUT 

THE DOOR THE SAME DAY IT’S DONE!” 

– Kenny Broseghini, Sr. Engineer,  
A.G. Wassenaar



DIGITAL SIGNATURES SPEED UP WORK CYCLES

AgileStamp offers the following key benefits:

 » Scalable:  able to use for a few signers or expand and grow to several thousand users

 » Configurable:  offers personal signatures and certification stamps, like state PE seals 

 » Mobile-Enabled:  sign documents anytime, anywhere, from any supported device

 » Cost-Efficient:  complete transactions quickly to take on more billable work and increase profits

 » Productive:  project stakeholders can sign hundreds of documents for efficient bulk signing 

 » Secure:  Docusign provides the highest-secured environment with tampering detection

Agile Frameworks provides comprehensive cloud-based software that integrates project, 

financial, field and lab testing data for business process automation across architecture, 

engineering, and construction disciplines. We transform workflows, create high-value data, 

and deliver outputs you can trust, resulting in industry-leading productivity and profitability.

Build a new way forward at agileframeworks.com
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